
THE FULL LID

9th July 2021

Hi everyone! Welcome to The Full Lid! The Hugo-nominated weekly pop

culture newsletter crammed full of the good stu� and coming to you at

5pm BST on Fridays. Think of it as email but good!

Our interstitials this week are a meta-�ctional memetic confection all

whipped up around the one tool that always, always �ts Dominic Toretto's

hand; Fambly. 
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Waiting for Natasha

or

How the Pandemic Turned the

Black Widow into my White

Whale
by Margaret Dunlap

It is sometime in 2017, and I’m sitting in my friend Katie’s car. I think we’re

in Anaheim, but that’s not important.



The relevant context is that by 2017 we are nearly ten years deep into the

MCU and the franchise has yet to release a solo �lm without a white male

lead. Black Panther and Captain Marvel have both been announced, and

have already had their release dates pushed in favor of Ant Man. A movie

simultaneously a) charming and delightful and b) Iron Man with a slightly

di�erent dude in a slightly di�erent suit.

I enjoy Marvel movies a lot. I am also a woman who works in Hollywood. I

know how the sausage gets made, and I know “sausage” is often the

operative word in that expression.

My friend Katie, who is driving the car and who shares many of my

demographic and professional attributes, asks if I’ve heard Marvel is

developing a Black Widow movie. 

“Katie,” I say, “I will believe Marvel is serious about a Black Widow movie

when I have purchased a ticket and am sitting in the theater.” 

Somewhere in the bowels of the Time Variance Authority, a space lizard

laughs.

For the record, it’s not that I didn’t want a Black Widow movie. I’ve been a

Black Widow fan since her earliest appearances in the MCU, which says

something because it’s not as though those early appearances provided

much to hang a fandom on.

But that was part of what drew me to her. Romano� moved through Marvel

Phase 1 as though appearing as a minor character in someone else’s movie



was her side gig. Unlike Pepper Pots and Jane Foster — whose stories were

fundamentally bound up in Tony Stark’s and Thor’s — Widow was a free

agent: a hyper-competent cypher with her own agenda that she would get

right back to as soon as she was out of frame.

There have been hints about her dropped over the years—the version of

her past she gave to Loki in Avengers; the �ashbacks to the Red Room in Age

of Ultron; a personal allegiance to Fury alluded to in Iron Man 2, Captain

America: The Winter Soldier and that Captain Marvel after credits scene—but

those breadcrumbs were more speculation fodder than actual information,

notations at the unexplored edge of the MCU that warned: “here there be

monsters.”

Nothing is more tantalizing than a good secret. A place no one has visited

could contain any wonders or horrors. But as soon as an explorer visits

those margins and reports back, the map’s mysteries evaporate. For better

or worse—we know what’s there.

So yeah, I wanted a Black Widow movie, I just also dreaded it because the

only thing worse than no movie would be a terrible one.

It’s January 2020. I’m at a borrowed desk at a friend’s production o�ce,

working on a pilot script. The possibility of a terrible Black Widow movie

seems very real.

I know I’ll see it opening weekend even if it’s so bad it drives critics to gouge

their eyes out, so I’m doing my best to ignore the news of reshoots, and the

way Scarlett Johansen has been putting her foot in it with Leftist Twitter,

leading to talk of a boycott.

https://youtu.be/wFj2VPWdPaU
https://youtu.be/PWAvc5fZckQ
https://youtu.be/1B2A-GeYci0?t=37
https://youtu.be/kuMVT7IjrjA
https://youtu.be/Y7cfBolKKHI


Since a prequel �lm about a female character who is canonically really

fucking dead seems like a movie tailor-made for casual male fans to skip, in

my more cynical moments, I wonder if Marvel somehow engineered all this

to “prove” Captain Marvel was a �uke and female-led superhero movies

don’t make money after all. 

And then I watch this trailer over an assistant’s shoulder.

“What do you think?” she asks.

I grit my teeth. “I think I have been trying not to get my hopes up about this

movie for a very long time, and this is not making it easier.”

A few minutes later, Katie texts: “Did you see it?!”

I text back: “I will believe this is a real movie when I am sitting in a theater.”

Still, I mark the May 2020 premiere date on my calendar and wait for tickets

to go on sale.

It is May 2020. I am at home, where I always am now. The phone rings. It’s

Katie. “You know,” she says, “your line about not believing in a Black Widow

movie until you were sitting in a theater was even funnier than we knew.”

We laugh long and loud. What else can we do?

Los Angeles theaters have been closed since March due to Covid-19. Black

Widow’s release has been pushed to July, but I can’t imagine much will have

changed by then. California locked down early, but death tolls climb, and it

is painfully clear that at a national level, no one is at the wheel. One close

https://youtu.be/RxAtuMu_ph4
https://youtu.be/RxAtuMu_ph4


friend has already lost his father to Covid, and I am terri�ed something will

happen to my parents while I am trapped half a continent away.

I have not been in a room with another human being since March 12th, and

I prepare myself for this to continue for at least a year to eighteen months.  

It’s November 2020. Black Widow has been pushed to May 2021. I am at

home. Still alone. I am tired of my own cooking, trying not to obsess over

election results and spending a lot of time on video conference calls. We

might not have a Black Widow movie, but 2020 has some serious Natasha

in Endgame energy going on.

I await the arrival of emails from a raccoon.

It’s December 2021. I am still at home. In my twice-weekly calls with Katie,

“I’ll believe this is an actual movie when I have bought a ticket and am

sitting in the theater,” is a running gag.

I have, however, discovered a weird silver lining to the �lm’s many release

dates.  Every time Marvel sets a new one, they coordinate merchandise to

come out at the same time. The �lm gets pushed, but the merch doesn’t.

After years of Avengers toys, clothes, and stickers that somehow always left

Natasha out, the Internet is awash in a golden age of Black Widow t-shirts,

wallets, stickers, phone cases, makeup bags, bookmarks, and a Little

Golden Book for young readers.

In my more cynical moments, I wonder if Marvel would engineer a global

pandemic to ensure the entire planet will race to see Black Widow because

they haven’t seen a Marvel �lm on the big screen since June 2019.

In the meantime, I �ll my wish list for my writing group’s annual (now

virtual) holiday party and gift exchange with Black Widow swag.

My Secret Santa ignores our group’s $40 limit and ruthlessly buys the entire

list. In thanks, I send him a delighted sel�e of me amid the pile.

(The Little Golden Book is as adorable in execution as it is bizarre in

concept.)

https://youtu.be/lTYI8yKrvDo
https://bookshop.org/books/black-widow-marvel/9780593122150


It’s March 2021. I am still at home. I wear my Black Widow: “I Don’t Need

Powers to be Super” T-shirt to as many Zoom meetings as I think I can get

away with.

When not emailing raccoons, I follow the news, tracking U.S. Covid vaccine

distribution. After a glacial pace at the end of 2020 and early 2021, things

are picking up.

Here again, I work to manage my expectations. Even as my parents and

friends in other parts of the country get vaccinated and begin to return to

more “normal” lives, I remind myself that I am a reasonably young and

healthy resident of the most populous county in the United States who can

work from home inde�nitely. It does not seem far-fetched that I might need

to wait until late summer, or even fall, to join them.  

I am con�dent I could manage the wait, except that Black Widow’s May 2021

release date is two months away… and appears to be holding.

I don’t even try to tell myself this does not matter.

Instead, I pick up the phone: “Katie, I know I’ve been denying I believe this

movie exists for years, but if Black Widow comes and goes from theaters

before I can safely go see it, it is going to break something in me.”



“Margaret,” she says, “we will not let that happen.” She outlines plans for

isolation, Covid-tests, and a road-trip to �nd a screening at a drive-in

theater, even if we have to go to Arizona.

A few weeks later, Katie con�rms Black Widow will screen at a drive-in

theater an hour and a half away. No interstate transit required.

A few weeks after that, the �lm’s release pushes to July 9, 2021.

Instead of a drive-in, Katie and I road-trip to a mass vaccination site in

Bakers�eld, so I can get my vaccine.

It’s June 11, 2021, and although I’ve been fully vaccinated for a month, my

routine hasn’t changed much. I wake up at home. I do morning pages. I

check email on my phone before I get up to join my virtual co-working

group.

This morning, the raccoons have sent a noti�cation from AMC Theaters. I

read it twice, then call Katie to make sure. “Are we halfway to ‘bought a

ticket and sitting in the theater?’” I ask.

“I got tickets for the earliest show on the biggest screen I could. It felt like

the right call.” 

I assure her it was. 



As I write this on July 7, 2021, it is less than forty-eight hours until Black

Widow the �lm will no longer be a mystery at the edges of my personal

map. I have theories and hopes, but soon—for better or worse—I’ll have

answers.

To distract myself from the end of anticipation, I have recently turned to

other maps. I’m planning a road trip. If all goes well, this summer, for the

�rst time in more than a year, I will sleep in a bed that is not my own; see

my family without a video screen between us; hug my parents and learn

how we all have changed.

I do not anticipate gunplay will be a major part of our reunion.

When this essay lands in your inbox, it will have been approximately �fteen

hours since the previews ended, the lights went down, and a montage of

comics pages heralded the arrival of the Marvel logo on an IMAX screen.



It’s been a long road back to the theater for Natasha and for me. I have

hope it will have been worth the wait. 

Editor's note: Margaret texted us a sel�e from the cinema that read

'Bought a ticket and am sitting in the theater!' 

Margaret Dunlap is a Los Angeles-

based writer of television,

animation, new media, and �ction.

Her credits include Dark Crystal:

Age of Resistance, Black Panther’s

Quest, and Marvel’s Black Widow:

Bad Blood for Realm Media.

Find her on the web at

www.margaretdunlap.com,

https://ko-�.com/spyscribe, or on

Twitter as @spyscribe, where she

chronicles the Duolingo Hebrew

Dystopia. 

http://www.margaretdunlap.com/
https://ko-fi.com/spyscribe
https://twitter.com/spyscribe


Problem Solving with Dominic Toretto: Fambly



Fast 9

Editor's note: Spoilers for Fast 9 and plot beats of pretty much the entire

franchise. There are numerous franchise drinking games, which you'll see



referenced.

Also: I recommend you not be drinking anything while reading this. Ask my

newly-cleaned monitor how I know.

Let me explain. No, there is too much. Let me sum up:

Dominic Toretto (Vin Diesel) is a reformed street-racer and road pirate

(YES). Over the course of eight movies he graduates from petty larceny to

world-saving action hero, along with a constantly growing and diverse crew

whose superpowers are CAR! and FAMILY! (DRINK!!) They include:

Brian (the late, much missed Paul Walker), the cop initially set to take

down Toretto before being adopted into Dom's family (DRINK!!).

Letty (Michelle Rodriguez), Dom's girlfriend and eventual wife, who

used to be dead / have amnesia but is better now.

Tej (Ludacris), mechanic / hacker / engineer / scientist / human swiss

army knife.

Mia (Jordana Brewster), Dom's sister; Brian's partner and mother of

his son.

Luke Hobbs (Dwayne Johnson), DSS Agent turned manhunter turned

Samoan Thor turned world's most bicepular spy

Han Lue/ Seoul-Oh (YES JUST RUN WITH IT, Sung Kang), super cool

driver and ideas man. Always eating, never slows down, dead for a

while, also gets better.

Deckard Shaw (Jason Statham), murderer of the occasionally-dead-

but-better-now Han, former SAS operative, secret marshmallow.

Ramsey (Nathalie Emmanuel), introduced in 7 as essentially a plot

device with vocal chords and rapidly carving a fun niche for herself as

the smartest person in the room.

Roman (Tyrese Gibson). Honks when in danger. Frequently present.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vin_Diesel
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V6H_0L7Xlbc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U73bQfRJ1FA
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul_Walker
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mp5AJQ-0BP8
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michelle_Rodriguez
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PV4M-VOqxG4
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ludacris
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_mvyPvp4xns
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jordana_Brewster
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C97jMshXddw
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dwayne_Johnson
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9YAOy44j1PE
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sung_Kang
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C37sL4JGyhs&t=56s
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jason_Statham
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=ramsey+fast+and+furious
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nathalie_Emmanuel
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xPuSTo8bXgg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tyrese_Gibson


Together they have:

killed countless corrupt Brazilian police o�cers by punching them in

the face with a safe at 80mph;

defeated a brutal network of tunnel racing drug dealers

been recruited as o�-the-books spies by Kurt Russell's ridiculously fun

and NOT AT ALL NICK FURY Mr Nobody;

gone to war in London and LA with Shaw and his brother; and

spinkicked a nuclear submarine into oblivion while defeating Charlie

Theron's e�ortlessly chilling hacker/cyber-terrorist, Cipher.

These movies? Are a LOT. And have evolved as their genre has from small-

scale Point Break with cars to, well, this:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v3Q_-ysJACA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JkRGPcepXfY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TmOiZNqNfmA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HeCRCN8nicw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YVmG2P8Un1A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ruIvJTVf6U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UuVDrpl1tIY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3IcSpTsFXL0


FAMBLY! (DRINK!)

That mine�eld sequence is in the opening half hour.

THE OPENING HALF HOUR.

It's the sequence they throw at you while you're still eating your popcorn.

It's the cold open. WITH MINES. AND EXPLODING TYRESE GIBSON.

So, Fast 9 has two jobs: entertain the living bejesus out of you, and draw

together eight (nine if you count Hobbs and Shaw -- juries out on if they do)

movies worth of plot as a booster stage to throw western action cinema

into a higher orbit. It does so: admirably, repeatedly, and literally thanks to

that mine�eld sequence, an extended, cleverly-nested series of �ashbacks,

and a back half hour that is by some distance the most ridiculous these

movies have ever been.

And let's not forget --

IT'S JOHN CENA! WITH A STEEL CHAIR! AND A SCRIPT! 

SIXTEEN time WWE champion John Cena. Equal parts Superman-esque doof

and semi-pro China apologizer, Cena plays Dom's lost brother Jakob.

YES THEY WENT THERE. IT'S ACTUAL EVIL BROTHER MOVIE. I'm only

surprised he isn't named Hans!

Anyway, the Doctor of Thuganomics plays Jakob Toretto, Dom's little

brother who he blames for their father's death and exile from LA. Jakob

becomes a precision driver, spy and thief (like you do), and aided by trust

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HZ7PAyCDwEg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U0N6TmDWuf8
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Cena
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/actor-john-cena-apologizes-after-taiwan-comment-n1268526
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WL_uWGcSBo8


fund / Eastern European Dictator baby Otto (Thue Ersted Rasmussen),

Jakob sets out to steal Project ARIES, a binary superhacking tool that allows

it's owner to control any computer on Earth.

Their plan is ...well... they never really get to that part. But they de�nitely

steal Aries and launch a satellite to hack everything on Earth and then...

stu�... happens.

The movie is so full of action and background that it doesn't actually get

around to explain Jakob's plan or mission or endgame. Which shouldn't

work, but you're too busy enjoying all the loose ends of the prior movies

being knitted together to notice.

Cena's unusually good, balancing Jakob as SCOWLING SPY MAN and

oversized kid and the lack of resolution on his plot actually ties into the

thing these movies love almost as much as Family (Drink!): redemption arcs.

It's John Cena! We know he's not evil, he's just misunderstood! We know

he's going to make the last minute save and when he does it is exactly as

badass as you want it to be. As well as setting up Jakob as a wild card in the

two movie �nale that begins shooting next year, obviously.

While the Cena (clearly taller than Vin, carefully shot so that isn't apparent)

stu� is big fun, the movie racks up many more points with fans and

newcomers alike elsewhere.

Firstly, after publicly voicing her fatigue at getting to watch her man

explode things and not much else, Michelle Rodriguez's Lettie has An Time

here. She gets a motorbike, she gets her own car and her own plot with

https://www.imdb.com/name/nm3697676?ref_=tt_cl_t_16
https://www.cinemablend.com/news/2568981/michelle-rodriguez-may-have-complaints-about-fast-and-furious-letty-treatment-but-theres-one-thing-she-loves-about-the-franchise


Mia, she even gets to spinkick a police car into oblivion using her own car

AND solve the ridiculous Case of The Immense Truck They Must Break Into

In The Final Scene.

She also gets to save Dom, The Colossal Lump of Unresolved Daddy Issues

from an extended near-death trip through his relationship with his brother

which may the most self indulgent thing Diesel has ever produced. And for

that, from all of us, thank Lettie.

But it's Helen Mirren and Charlize Theron's near-cameos that absolutely

steal the movie. Theron spends most of her time in a clear plastic box Jakob

and Otto got cheap from MI6, casually sowing the seeds of the next two

movies. Mirren takes Dom on an utterly charming get away drive / car

chase / �irt through London and helpfully provides the next bit of plot.

They're both clearly having the time of their lives.

It sounds like I'm not a fan, doesn't it? Well I am, but only certain parts.

Much like Jakob's armoured truck at the centre of the third act, the Fast

movies are so big that they can't be brought down with either conventional

weaponry or Insane Clown Posse-style magnets. Do some bits not work?

HELL YES! Han having sent his adoptive daughter to Ninja Trope School;

Dom's INCREDIBLY self-indulgent near death experience �ashback; the fact

the female characters remain massively under-utilised; nearly every time

Roman speaks (only his 'are we immortal?!' sequence has any value). The

movie absolutely has problems.

It also has this:

Drink!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FCf0ZwPTUhk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wGP_u2-3GUU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xMOYiV7hUR0
https://youtu.be/8GyVx28R9-s?t=112
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IQuc7wfO16Q


This is a franchise that drives its heart on its sleeve through your face at

200mph, dodging a nuclear submarine. They're like a gigantic dog: huge,

silly, and with a lot of feelings and not for a second apologetic about it.

Fast Five's best jokes were all about how suddenly they're international

criminals. Fast 8's best sequence involves Jason Statham and a baby. Furious

7 (focus on the numbers they're the only thing that makes sense) has a

heart-shattering, poetic �nal scene which salutes Paul Walker, who died

during �lming. And 9 is just as emotionally charged -- I DARE you not to

punch the air when John Cena says 'I CAN' -- and is at its best when it's

honest. Lettie rescuing Dom is a particular standout, as is Dom's entirely

silent, completely overcome reunion with Han. Even the ending, where

Brian's car pulls up to the traditional victory barbecue  drips sweetness.

These �lms, these characters are to misquote Bowie, quite aware of what

they're going through. They just want you to go through it with them. At

two hundred miles an hour. While magnet -punching an armoured truck.

And honestly, who wouldn't want that?

Fast & Furious 9 is in cinemas now. If you're able and feel comfortable doing

so, it's worth the big screen experience.

Furious 1-8 and spino� Hobbs and Shaw are available to stream and

physically pretty much everywhere. If you haven't seen them, treat yourself.

Oh and do check this excellent Radio Times piece about their torturous

chronology when you do.

If the next one isn't named Fast: Ten Your Seatbelts I will be SO disappointed.

New reader? Looking for a back issue?

Buy me a co�ee?

Website Twitter My Carrd

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SsxCN97-WRI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7cPMriE8fKU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pl3vxEudif8
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt5433138/
https://www.radiotimes.com/movies/fast-and-furious-order/
https://alasdairstuart.com/
https://alasdairstuart.com/
https://twitter.com/AlasdairStuart
https://twitter.com/AlasdairStuart
https://alasdairstuart.carrd.co/
https://alasdairstuart.carrd.co/
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https://us8.campaign-archive.com/home/?u=a0e2b590b7db9ab7d2927942c&id=081050ec85
https://ko-fi.com/alasdair


Want More?

Clark and Martin

The passing of Richard Donner this week sadly brought to a close a career

�lled with epochal movies that changed the face of western popular

cinema.

That sounds like hyperbole doesn't it? In most cases it would be, but

http://thefulllid.substack.com/
https://www.twitch.tv/eapodcasts
https://deadline.com/2021/07/richard-donner-dead-superman-lethal-weapon-director-1234786372/


Donner de�ned the modern horror movie, provided the blueprint for the

modern superhero movie, and directed one of the central franchises of '80s

and '90s action cinema. And that's even before we get into work like The

Goonies.

The movies he directed weren't always great (COUGH Lethal Weapon

4 COUGH) but they were well directed and �lled with the quiet, elegant art

of visual storytelling. Donner was a song and dance man with a camera

instead of top hat and tails. Paired with cinematographer Jeremy Unsworth,

Donner gave the Daily Planet a tired, cramped, over-ca�einated His Girl

Friday feel I always loved.

But what I really �nd myself thinking about is Clark Kent and Martin Riggs.

Donner's career was so long and storied, it actually spans the �rst act of the

evolution of the modern male protagonist.

Let's start with my dude:

Clark Kent. Pure of heart and dumb of ass.

Superman's alter-ego, or perhaps the suit Superman sometimes wears,

Clark Kent is one of the most misunderstood elements of the character. If

Batman is Bruce Wayne's armour then Clark Kent is Kal-El's heart, worn on

his sleeve, clear eyed and all too aware of what he can, and must, never do.

Donner, along with scriptwriters, Mario Puzo (you come to me on this, the

day of my planet's destruction?), Robert Benton, David Newman and Leslie

Newman, crafted a character who is decent to the core without being out of

date. Clark, embodied by Christopher Reeve especially, is a fundamentally

Good Man and he uses the fact Good is often mistaken for Stupid or Old

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Omen
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Superman_(1978_film)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NOGpvoKcEyY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7cpig7OhI98
https://twitter.com/tvaziri/status/1330910708624625664?s=20
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-IS-KvD2_Zo
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mario_Puzo
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Benton
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Newman_(screenwriter)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leslie_Newman
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christopher_Reeve


Fashioned as just another level of disguise. He's clever, wry, gentle and

fundamentally grounded which given the whole 'you'll believe a man can

�y' campaign surrounding the movie is all the more impressive. He's also

the clear foundation stone for the MCU Steve Rogers and Reeve and Chris

Evans both have that 'I'm terri�ed. I'm going anyway.' energy absolutely

down.

Twenty five seconds of acting perfection.

So that's Clark, bowed by angst and duty and decent to the core.

Now let's meet the other fella:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zZjJ_ZufoCo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=daV3T2biCfA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3xuhyGSqM1A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tNUu6Lf9mVU


Martin Riggs, of the Chicago Riggses. Yes this is the TV incarnation, played

brilliantly by Clayne Crawford. He's here for two reasons. Firstly because

the two versions of Riggs are very di�erent and secondly? Tough on Mel

Gibson, tough on the causes of Mel Gibson.

Riggs, under Donner and written by often brilliant, sometimes awful,

occasional Predator victim Shane Black is the poster child for what I call the

MY DEAD WIIIIIIIFE! school of characterization. It's pretty self explanatory

but this is basically male characterization and emotional exploration built

on the dead bodies of female-shaped exposition speakers. It's a LOUSY idea

and it's bloody everywhere. Both versions of Riggs are built on this concept

and far, far too often it's either performative or an excuse for shitty

behaviour.

But not always. This is the one Gibson moment. from Lethal Weapon 2  I give

house room to. You'll see why.

There's a lot here that doesn't work, or hasn't aged well, starting with the

casual sexism ('She wasn't much of a housekeeper') and Gibson's

wandering accent for two.

But the core of the scene is emotionally honest, even sweet. This is Riggs

looking sideways at the worst thing that ever happened to him, clearly

wanting to back down and not doing so. He's edging out into the light and

it's especially signi�cant he isn't doing this with Rog. This isn't a MANPAIN!

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clayne_Crawford
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mel_Gibson
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=96Jb6xfpFBs
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shane_Black
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iUCZd5U84Cc


moment, it's just a moment of pain, shared with his found family as he

cooks and they parcel out his meds. No one's okay. Everyone's okay

enough. That's a powerful, needed message, even given who's delivering it.

This is part Donner's legacy: drawing these performances out of these men.

Without Reeves' gentle but steely Clark Kent, Tom Welling, Henry Cavill and

Tyler Hoechlin would have had nothing to build on. Without Gibson's

smirking, reluctant, relentlessly pained Riggs, Clayne Crawford wouldn't

have been able to take the character further in the short lived and vastly

troubled TV version from a few years ago. That trouble -- at best a

monumental clash of egos and at worse a toxic working environment

generated by the men at its head -- is impossible not to look at in

comparison to Gibson's appalling behaviour. There's a narrative where, like

the Joker, the character is too troubled, too broken to not bring that trouble

to the stories surrounding them. It's a narrative that has to be

acknowledged in order to understand the good Donner helped bring about

by bringing these characters to the screen. This is a process not a binary

and we learn about how far we've progressed by examining the di�erent

takes on these characters and, crucially, their commonalities.

Riggs is at his best when he's at his most open; witness Gibson in the clip

above and look at Crawford here. Likewise Clark, and the best elements of

the (also troubled) Lois & Clark show explore surprisingly similar ground to

Riggs' arc. Both men have tremendous skill and responsibility. Both have

families found and real. Both have losses that de�ne them. Both are at

their best when they keep working, keep improving, keep struggling to do

the right thing.  Neither are perfect and both of them are all the more

relatable for that. Without Donner, none of these journeys would have seen

the screen, let alone become cornerstones for future remarkable

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PYKb4LGxhr0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4CFrwHXYotI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rmzEFcBf52o
https://youtu.be/K0lgyf6uuDU?t=209
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wXzo8JzRM0Y&t=77s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wXzo8JzRM0Y&t=77s


performances.

Rest well, sir. May your memory be a blessing.

A wide variety of Donner's work is available to stream or buy, including

Donner's re-cut of Superman II and all four Lethal Weapon movies. The TV

version is also available pretty readily. However, if you want a weird moment of

surprisingly fun synergy, check out Timeline, Donner's adaptation of the Michael

Crichton novel starring the Fast saga's Paul Walker, and tiny babies Gerard

Butler and Michael Sheen. Bless.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bol117Vce_A&t=29s
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michael_Crichton
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul_Walker
https://www.imdb.com/name/nm0124930/?ref_=nv_sr_srsg_0
https://www.imdb.com/name/nm0790688/?ref_=nv_sr_srsg_0


Problem Solving with Dominic Toretto: Famblyyyyy!



Signal Boost

Awards

Fellow Clarke judge and good friend Stew Hotston has done amazing

work  deep-diving into the diversity of this year's nominees and the

work the industry still has to do. 

Books

The incredible Dread Singles has a book, Hot Singles In Your Area,

coming out through Unbound that looks amazing.

Christa Mactire has just launched a Patreon to help fund the Back to

the Eleventh Hour blog and book series.

Space Cowboy Books has just released the second volume of their

excellent series, Simultaneous Times.

Thomas Luka's new thriller, Friend of the Devil, throws former

elements of the KGB into the sunlit noir of Miami.

Ricardo Victoria always does great work and his publisher currently

has three of his books on sale. 

Queen of Swords is one of my favourite companies and Catherine

Lundo�, their publisher, is serializing a new story on their Patreon.

Check it out and help out one of the best companies working at the

moment.

Chaz Brenchley's Crater School is about to start term! British Girls'

Boarding School Stories, on Mars and on Patreon.

The fantastic Jolantru is on semi-hiatus but their xianxia serial, Twelve

Paths to Glory, is ongoing and well worth your time.

Comics

The always excellent Steve Morris on the things done to Monica

Rambeau and the e�orts made to save the character.

https://twitter.com/StewHotston
https://t.co/rAtTBOyPk8?amp=1
https://twitter.com/hottestsingles
https://t.co/iELdiGbYyc?amp=1
https://twitter.com/christawolf94
https://t.co/34QWLAWRkS?amp=1
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Back-Eleventh-Hour-Revisiting-Smith-ebook/dp/B08KHTRYDB
https://twitter.com/space_books
https://t.co/spZlLQFc4Y?amp=1
https://twitter.com/thomasluka123
https://t.co/iDD8AsFdfX?amp=1
https://twitter.com/Winged_Leo
https://twitter.com/ArtemesiaGeoff
https://twitter.com/QoSPress
https://twitter.com/QoSPress
https://t.co/2QDOklEyzK?amp=1
https://twitter.com/ChazBrenchley
https://t.co/B5Ue78eLsz?amp=1
https://twitter.com/jolantru
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Xianxia_(genre)
https://t.co/rCBRbsjzMo?amp=1
https://twitter.com/stevewmorris
https://shelfdust.com/2021/07/06/rescuing-monica-rambeau-from-nextwave/


Michael Norwitz brings us details of the latest issue of Possession, the

comic he produces with Mary Ann Vaupel and Enrico Carnevale. The

story of a pair of reluctant heroes granted powers by Greek gods in an

urban fantasy setting. Check out the latest issue this Monday

Hyper Epics are o�cially one of my new favourite things. Three page

short comic stories with their own SCORE!

Crowdfunding

Al�e Gallagher is the artist on EarthWorks, a rural horror comic written

by @martinhayes which starts crowdfunding on Monday.

The amazing John Reppion and Mark Penman are funding a comic

adaptation of Gawain and The Green Knight on their Patreon.

Gaming

Smolghost has just released Dwelling, a new solo RPG that leads

players through a haunted house.

AF Linley is writing odd �ction and researching odd non�ction over on

Patreon.

The brilliant Danie Ware brings news of Handiwork Games' most

exciting project to date; a second edition (And a gorgeous one) of cult

classic cyberpunk RPG A/State.

Hashtags and Shenanigans

Allow my dear friend Chris Brosnahan to introduce you to the best

plotline in modern professional wrestling.

It's been a terrifying news week. Doctor Emma Kavanaugh is here to

help.

Shaun Duke is here to help Twitter suck less. I've used a couple of

these and they really help.

Along similar lines, K. Tempest Bradford is o�ering a Social Media

Strategies for Authors seminar that looks great and a bargain at $40

(scholarships available).

Podcasting

https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_2?ie=UTF8&field-author=Mary+Ann+Vaupel&text=Mary+Ann+Vaupel&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books
https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_3?ie=UTF8&field-author=Enrico+Carnevale&text=Enrico+Carnevale&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books
https://www.amazon.com/Possession-Michael-Norwitz/dp/1913359948
https://twitter.com/hyperepics
https://www.hyperepics.com/
https://twitter.com/AlfieGallagher
https://t.co/BKJlYtRIZo?amp=1
https://twitter.com/martinhayes
https://twitter.com/johnreppion
https://t.co/X5ddyiKMSk?amp=1
https://twitter.com/smolghost
https://t.co/vvZpeQp3OB?amp=1
https://twitter.com/aflinley
https://t.co/VLqRNMZZmQ?amp=1
https://twitter.com/Danacea
https://twitter.com/GamesHandiwork
https://t.co/xzv7TsRXz5?amp=1
https://twitter.com/ChrisBrosnahan
https://twitter.com/ChrisBrosnahan/status/1411638991343042562?s=20
https://twitter.com/EmmaLK/status/1412359991961522177?s=20
https://twitter.com/shaunduke
https://shaunduke.medium.com/
https://twitter.com/tinytempest
https://twitter.com/tinytempest/status/1412808418134462464


The fantastic Monstrous Agonies have just reached the end of their �rst

season. Here's the �rst part of the Q&A they're doing.

vpeanuts recommends Bay Tales, dedicated to raising the pro�le of

the best books on the market.

Kane and Feels: Day Trippers is a psychedelic urban fantasy audio

drama halfway through its second season. 

Notes from the Field Desk is an audio drama about 'an anthropology

PhD who is in way over his head! In the most recent episode he gets

lost in an Oregon forest. Each week the show visits a famous

anthropology �eld site!'. Doesn't that sound GREAT?

The Hades Project is a new queer SF podcast by queer creators set in

space and I am So There.https://twitter.com/christawolf94

The splendid sounding Gather The Suspects is a cosy murder mystery

set in Wales during 'a very boring apocalypse' and those are the best

kind.

Paladin Kite brings news of Catharsis, a short series audio podcast.

Stacey's Pop Culture Parlour is currently on a well-earned rest break

but before it comes back make sure you check out 200 episodes of

pop culture chat.

RJ Bayley runs Bayley's Bookshelf. He's currently reading War of the

Worlds and it's GREAT.

The brilliant Rebecca Markwick over at Shelf Healing talks to Ram

V about their comics career.

Newsletters, YouTube and Twitch

The mighty John Adamus answers 12 questions on Twitch every week,

all from writers who want to write better. John can HELP, so go chat to

him.

CherryDrop brings details of their all-BIMPOC actual play, Hard Wired

Island, featuring a cyberpunk world using the system. It goes live at

5:30pm pst/8:30 pm est on their channel, All Nerds Here.

Simon Mendonca runs The Stellar Brief, an SF/Fantasy newsletter

featuring a review or article, and the weeks trailers as well as what’s

coming to UK streaming for the following week.

https://twitter.com/Monstrous_Pod/status/1413123755224748034?s=20
https://t.co/KlS6N3kxkZ?amp=1
https://twitter.com/vpeanuts
https://twitter.com/bay_tales
https://twitter.com/bay_tales
https://twitter.com/kaneandfeels
https://twitter.com/notesfromtfd
https://twitter.com/HadesProjectPod
https://twitter.com/christawolf94
https://twitter.com/Gtsus_Pod
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https://twitter.com/therightram?lang=en
https://twitter.com/awesome_john
https://t.co/On8FQEBVDH?amp=1
https://twitter.com/cherrydrop
https://t.co/8sm8MPFMiR?amp=1
https://twitter.com/MendoncaFJ
https://t.co/fL02iXVMDp?amp=1


Kendall Reviews is doing fantastic reviewing horror �ction.

That's this week's Signal Boost, folks. If you have a project you'd like to see here

get in touch.

Problem Solving with Dominic Toretto: *FAMBLY*!

Where You Can Find Us This

Week
O� Deadline

Exciting meetings about audio things! And also getting ready to go

return both to deadlines and edits. The two week self/Marguerite

imposed break has been just the right length.

https://twitter.com/gjkendall/photo
http://kendallreviews.com/
https://alasdairstuart.com/contact/


Twitch 

More plot! Alien drugs! WE GET AN AIR FRIEND! It all went down

on Haven this week!

We had a fantastic chat with Jen Williams' on Wednesday, covering her

crime debut DOG ROSE DIRT, her award-winning fantasy, and, of

course, Mass E�ect.

Guest Appearance

Marguerite's �rst episode of Aurora Everlasting is available!

Find me on The Online

Website Twitter My Carrd

Awards and Voting

Hey everyone! Award voting resources for you.

Congratulations to the Aurealis Award winners! I'm especially delighted to

see Clarke �nalist THE ANIMALS IN THAT COUNTRY.

Congratulations also to the Eugie Foster Award �nalists!

Hugo Award voting is open. Members of DisCon can make their voices

heard between now and November 19th, with winners to be announced

at Worldcon in December 2021. There’s still time to join the convention

and reserve membership with voting rights.

Hugo voting packets are available via DiscCon. They're also (mostly)

available free at my website to everyone. 

https://www.twitch.tv/videos/1076280599
https://www.twitch.tv/videos/1079707665
https://www.sennydreadful.co.uk/
https://www.sennydreadful.co.uk/crime-novels
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https://twitter.com/AlasdairStuart
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https://aurealisawards.org/2021/07/08/2020-aurealis-awards-winners/
http://www.eugiefoster.com/eugieaward
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https://alasdairstuart.us8.list-manage.com/track/click?u=a0e2b590b7db9ab7d2927942c&id=39933cf918&e=89d9b90152


Signing O� / Playing Out

Thanks for reading, folks!  It's been an intense couple of weeks so make

sure you're looking after yourself. Hydrated, moisturised, lane-staying,

�ourishing, etc.

TFL returns next week. Check my Carrd for all the places you can �nd me,

including the Team KennerStuart Instagram and the goddamn Twitters.

On Twitch we're running a summer interview series. Last week was Jen

Williams and her crime debut, next week it's a turn into audio drama land

with Matty OK Smith of Neighbourly. It's going to be GREAT.

This work is produced for free. If you like what you read please consider

dropping something in the tip jar. There are rumors a certain favorite white

hat hacker has been busy. I intend to ... Leverage this in the near

future. And thank you!

Playing us out this week is Jon Batiste with 'I Need You' which is an absolute

joy. After a week with Bo Burnham's brilliant, dark comedy on loop in my

head this is absolute sunshine with a lovely �nal gag. Know what else it is?

a Full Lid.
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